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ABSTRACT:
This paper presents a software for optimization of fan type stay cable profiles in cable stayed bridges. Objective function
is expressed for the minimum cost of cables considering their profiles. Each cable profile is optimized with respect to its
position and inclination so that its full strength is utilized to carry the bridge deck load. Computer program for
optimizing the fan type stay cable profiles has been written in Fortran 90. And a corresponding flow chart is included in
the paper. Cost of cables obtained from manual design for an example problem is compared with cost of cables obtained
in optimized design using the software. It is shown that at least 30 percent economy can be achieved in optimized fan
type stay cable profiles compare to manual design.
Keywords: Cable stayed bridge, fan type stay cables, optimization, Cable profiles.

1.
INTRODUCTION:
In general, manual design of the structure either leads to over-safe or under-safe. Both are undesirable as
former becomes uneconomical while later becomes unsafe. But optimum design of structures becomes
economical and safe. Carrying out optimum design manually is a laborious and tedious process, some times it
becomes impossible. But these days with the advent of the computers, optimum design is made possible in the
design of engineering structures. Design of iteration kind can be carried out easily using the computer by
writing appropriate computer code for optimum design. For example, optimum design of post tensioned prestressed concrete T beam is given in the reference[1]. Laborious and tedious process involved in the concrete
mix design can also be avoided by using the software developed for concrete mix design given in the
reference[2]. The optimum design using the computer is always economical, safe and least time consuming.
The optimum design of cable stay bridge deck can be seen the references [3-6]. Luis et al, have gone for
discrete optimum design of cable-stayed bridges[7]
While designing cable stayed bridges manually, stay cables are spaced at regular intervals. In such situations
most of the stay cables will not be utilized for their full strength in carrying bridge deck loads. Hence
providing the stay cables at regular intervals becomes uneconomical. Providing different diameter cables and
maintaining regular intervals also proves to be uneconomical as getting different diameter for stay cables is
not feasible and not advisable. Alternatively stay cables can be made economical by spacing them at suitable
positions (not at equal interval spacing) with suitable inclinations so that strength of each stay cable is
effectively utilized in carrying the bridge deck load. Carrying out this kind work manually is highly laborious
and tedious many a times it becomes impossible. Considering these points, in this paper a software has been
developed using Fortran – 90 programming language for optimization of fan type stay cable profiles i.e.,
positioning the stay cables and their inclinations optimally so that each stay cable will be utilized effectively
to carry the bridge deck loads. A flow chart corresponding this software is also included.
2.
OPTIMIZATION OF FAN TYPE STAY CABLE PROFILES:
Objective function considered here is minimization of the cost of fan type stay cables accounting their
profiles. This can be achieved by minimizing the number of stay cables and their profiles so that each stay
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cable will be effectively utilized in carrying the bridge deck load which comprises dead load and imposed
uniformly distributed live load.
A program in Fortran-90 has been written for optimizing the fan type stay cable profiles to utilize the each
cable strength fully to carry the bridge deck load. Corresponding flow chart is given in Fig. 1.
3.
DESIGN EXAMPLE PROBLEM AND RESULT DISCUSSION
Design example problem considered here is given below:
A cable stay bridge has been designed[8-14] for the river of width 600m. Data considered for the problem are:

Three towers (Pylons) are spaced at 200 m center to center as shown in the Fig. 2.

Width of bridge deck = 10 m ( two lane + footpath on either side)

Bridge deck comprises slab and stiffened girders on either side

Load ( Dead load and imposed load) acting on each stiffened girder = 1000 kN/m

Distance of farthest stay cable from Pylon = 97 m

Inclination of the farthest stay cable = 22.120

START

Input span of fan type cable stayed bridge i.e.
Distance between Pylons, Inclination of the
farthest Cable from Pylon, Cost of the cable per
meter length.
Input length of bridge deck to be supported
by farthest cable OR
UDL to be supported by the bridge and
Ultimate Strength of Cable to be used

Calculate the height of tower required.

Z
Assume length of bridge deck to be supported by the next cable
and its inclination.
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Calculate force to be resisted by the cable.

Modify length of the deck to
be supported and inclination
of cable.
No

Is force
calculated equal
to ultimate
strength of cable.

Yes

Print length of deck to be supported by the
cable. Print also position of cable and
inclination of the cable, Distance of cable
position from tower.

Z
No

Is distance of cable from
pylon is less 1.5 times
length of bridge deck to be
supported by that cable

Yes

Print number of cables required, Cable
positions from Pylon(tower) and inclinations
of cables with respect to horizontal, Total
length of all cables and Total cost of cables.

STOP
Fig.1 A flow chart for optimum design of fan type stay cable profiles
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Manual design of stay cable profiles:
In the manual design, fan type stay cables profiles are provided as shown in the Fig. 2.
All cables are spaced 6 m c/c
No of cables required on each side = 16 (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3)
No of cables required on both sides = 32
Total length of all cables considering one sides= 1084.375 m
Total length of all cables considering both sides = 2x1084.375= 2168.75 m

Fig 2. Fan type stay cable profiles used in manually design of cable stayed bridge

Fig. 3 Details of fan type stay cable profiles used in manually design
Optimum design of fan type stay cable profiles using software
Using the program developed, the optimization of profiles of stay cables has been done considering above
data and the output is given below.
Output of the software:
Span of the cable stayed bridge (Distance between pylons) = 200.00 m
Inclination of farthest stay cable from Pylon = 22.12 Deg
Length of bridge deck to be supported by farthest stay cable = 6.00 m
Height of Tower (Pylon) = 39.43m (.≈ 40 m)
Number of cables required on each side = 10
Total length of all cables each side = 750.77m
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Total length of all cables on both sides = 1501.54 m
Optimized fan type stay cable profiles obtained from the software are given in the Table 1.
Table 1. Optimized fan type stay cable profiles for the given problem
Cable No
Deck length to be
Inclination of the
Cable Position from
Fan type stay cable
supported(m)
Cable (θ) in Degrees
Pylon (m)
length (m)
1
6.00
22.12
97.00
104.71
2
6.44
23.84
90.78
98.97
3
6.87
25.56
84.12
92.90
4
7.30
27.28
77.03
86.54
5
7.87
29.59
69.45
79.86
6
8.63
32.79
61.20
72.80
7
9.62
37.13
52.08
65.32
8
10.93
43.32
41.80
57.46
9
12.68
52.74
30.00
49.54
10
14.73
67.55
16.29
42.66
The optimized fan type stay cable profiles obtained using the software are shown in the Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Optimized fan type stay cable profiles for the problem shown for one Pylon(Tower).
Results discussion:
The given problem for fan type stay cable profiles has been designed manually and optimum design using the
developed software. Total length of all cables (16 cables on each side) on both sides of Pylon by manual
design = 2x1084.375= 2168.75 m. Total length of all cables(10 cables on each side) on both side of Pylon by
optimized design = 2x750.77 =1501.54 m. Using developed software percentage economy achieved is 30.76%
compare manual design.
4.
CONCLUSIONS:
In this paper, the following conclusions are drawn: A fan type cable stayed bridge considering two lane has been designed for a river of width 600 m placing
pylons at 200 m centre to centre using the specifications of IRC and IS codes. The manual design of fan
type stay cable profiles has been done for this problem and total length of all stay cables on both sides is
found to be 2168.75 m
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A software has been developed in Fotran-90 programming language, for optimization of fan type stay
cable profiles and the flowchart is included in the paper. Using this software, optimization of fan type stay
cable profiles for this problem has been done and obtained total length of all stay cables of both sides
equal to 1501.54 m.
On comparison, the cost of stay cable obtained using the software is 30.76% economical compared to that
obtained from manual design.
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